ABSTRACT

The COVID-19 (Coronavirus) outbreak is an evolving human tragedy affecting millions of people worldwide. In today’s digital media landscape, any major event, especially one like this, results in opportunistic disinformation dynamics around trending news that seek to cause harm towards brands, governments and the public. The COVID-19 outbreak is an unprecedented global event in scale and scope, resulting in constant trending events across social media at a faster pace than ever before. The head of the World Health Organization (WHO) calls the spread of false information on COVID-19 an "infodemic" resulting in widespread confusion around what we can and cannot believe, in the midst of an unprecedented, rapidly-shifting low information public health crisis.

Modern disinformation campaigns primarily seek to modify perceptions and beliefs that can influence the public, policy makers, government officials, and even nation-states. A solid understanding of the scope and scale of disinformation pertaining to COVID-19 is critical to every aspect of lives, both personal and professional, as these attacks will continue as long as the pandemic continues, with information-based decisions impacting communities around the world.

WHAT WE DISCOVERED

Blackbird.AI rapidly identified, through AI-driven insights, significant amounts of manipulated content across social media. We also detected anomalies in techniques being used to shift public perception through the manipulation of narratives. Our system revealed a variety of actors that introduced unnecessary uncertainty into the global information ecosystem. These actors included people, outlets, and entire networks of coordinated, inorganic amplifiers and bot networks.

Blackbird.AI’s COVID-19 Disinformation Report analyzed 49,755,722 tweets from 13,203,289 unique users on topics related to COVID-19 for the period of February 27 - March 12, 2020. We found 18,880,396 million tweets to be manipulated content, with a Blackbird Manipulation Index (BBMI) of 37.95%. The red curve shows inorganically amplified manipulative conversations and the region between the curves is a measure of the organic contribution.

*Our process of discovery uncovers new keywords as narratives unfold so the final volume statistics have been augmented with additional targeted searches. We’ve taken care to use a background set of data in the daily graphs for making a fair volume comparison day by day.
We have observed a distinct shift from the behaviors observed in our previous COVID-19 Disinformation Report, published on February 19, 2020. In the prior report, the disinformation flagged by our system was highly organized and synthetic with widespread use of bots pushing specific hashtag-driven narratives that were both targeted and consistent, which is typical of manipulation campaigns.

Our current findings exhibit organized, synthetic (bot-driven) disinformation, but this was far exceeded by a massive amount of decentralized misinformation that was overwhelmingly made up of individuals or groups “piggy-backing” onto more general hashtags related to COVID-19. It appears disinformation actors are currently shifting to seeding networks with deception, driving many users to spread these unknowingly. This insight is supported by a very high BBMI across a smaller number of general hashtags, e.g. #coronavirus, #COVID19 with predictably huge volume as demonstrated in the graph below.

These three hashtags related to the Coronavirus outbreak are high volume and exhibit high BBMI. The reason for this is that they are serving as vehicles to amplify disinformation narratives for unrelated topics through “piggybacking”. Some specific examples are included as part of the narrative expositions below.

In the following narrative discoveries, we offer a high-level forensics landscape analysis of the actors and networks contained in four of the largest system-surfaced disinformation narratives that occurred within our recorded time frame related to COVID-19.

**TOP LINE FINDINGS**

**Narrative 1: Dem Panic**  
Campaigns delegitimizing democratic leadership were enacted in conjunction with medical disinformation attempting to downplay early efforts at containing COVID-19.

**Narrative 2: Media Delegitimization**  
These campaigns targeted the mainstream media as purveyors of overblown concern and fear mongering. “Fake news” was one of the most manipulated terms deployed to delegitimize any official, media-sanctioned narrative regarding the pandemic and concerns around it.

**Narrative 3: Bioweapons**  
As nations around the globe reckoned with COVID-19 within their own borders, several conspiracies—new and revived ones—floated the idea that the virus was man made.

**Narrative 4: Immigration Xenophobia in Europe**  
As geopolitical tensions involving COVID-19 escalated across Europe, ethno-nationalist movements utilized the confusion to push their agendas.
BLACKBIRD.AI

Blackbird.AI uses machine learning, network analysis and propagation patterns to identify and combat disinformation. Our proprietary AI-Driven SaaS platform provides a sophisticated understanding of both manipulation and harmful digital media. The Blackbird Platform surfaces synthetic amplification from bots and bot-nets, delegitimization campaigns, and meme-driven propaganda.

APPROACH

We have quantified the total volume of manipulative tweets, which is a prototypical indicator of a disinformation campaign.

Disinformation is defined as false information intended to mislead; however, in today’s culture it has become a catch-all term for any manipulative or harmful information-spreading activities. Synthetically amplified manipulation campaigns blend fact and fiction to intentionally create a deleterious effect on their subject.

BLACKBIRD MANIPULATION INDEX

The Blackbird Manipulation Index (BBMI) is a proprietary system designed to measure the degree to which the content of a tweet exhibits traits of being manipulated, or a user appears to be engaged in manipulation.

The assessment is based on features we use to score content which blends together attributes extracted from the data such as toxicity of language, communication patterns, post volumes and bot activity.

BLACKBIRD MANIPULATION INDEX
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OUR METHODOLOGY

Blackbird’s system screens large collections of posts using AI algorithms to look for subtle patterns in the data that suggest deliberate manipulation.

Our methods find:

- Suspicious patterns of propagation and sharing
- Manipulated messaging around specific content including hashtags, URLs, and images specific users and communities that are engaged in manipulation
- Evidence of falsification that was introduced via technical means
- Traffic that is generated via bots or coordinated user campaigns

Because the signals in the data that serve as "tells" for these effects are spread throughout the data as it evolves over time, they are not easy to detect and analyze without sophisticated automation support."

In Blackbird’s system, the content associated with high disinformation risk is automatically surfaced so that human intelligence can be brought to bear selectively and on the items that appear most relevant for interpretation. This capability complements and greatly enhances both the efficiency and effectiveness of analyst-driven search and exploration as they understand emerging situations in the data.

The understanding of disinformation factors is critical to ensuring the integrity of the data on which decisions of consequence are based.
NARRATIVE 1: “DEM PANIC”

OUR STATISTICS
Total Tweets: 2,535,059
Total Manipulated Tweets: 839,764
Total Users: 911,533
Total Languages: 50
Avg Tweets Per User: 2.78 times

ABSTRACT
Blackbird’s system uncovered significant manipulative narratives aimed at the Democratic Party and its leadership. The goal of this campaign appeared to be the de-legitimization of Democratic politicians and party members, framing them as overblowing or otherwise overhyping the dangers of COVID-19.

The driving message that the Democrats were overblowing the issue in order to hurt President Trump. The “Dem Panic” narrative and related spinoffs also included the widespread mention of the “out of control” homeless population and high number of immigrants in Democratic districts. Many of these messages unwittingly found their way into what would traditionally be considered credible media stories.

While the weaponization of disinformation for political purposes has been fairly common for several years now, this campaign spreading during a health crisis could be particularly harmful to the public. It could potentially obfuscate the real dangers of the COVID-19 pandemic. In particular, ignoring the recommendations that underpin the seriousness of COVID-19 can have significant detrimental impacts on communities across the country and the world.

An interesting component to this narrative is how intertwined online disinformation activity was with two particular events:

February 28 – President Trump’s Charleston, SC rally, during which he criticized the Democrats of politicizing the Coronavirus and characterizing his handling of the outbreak as “their new hoax” (referring to Democrats). The generic #Coronavirus and other similar hashtags had been at the top of the list of most used hashtags throughout this national emergency, but following this statement other hashtags began to rise to the top, including #hoax, #Democrats, #DemHoax, #FakeNews, #TrumpRallyCharleston and #MAGA.

March 9 – After the Italian government quarantined the entire country, in response to this, there was a significant spike in manipulated conversations in many of the same narratives that spiked following President Trump’s Charleston rally. It is likely this was a response to the uptick in posts expressing heightened concern about the virus and possible action needing to be taken within the United States. The increase in posts calling for immediate action regarding the virus was met with a paralleled increase in posts accusing Democrats of overhyping the issue for political reasons.

Blackbird Manipulation Index
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VISUALIZATION

Critical Manipulated Entities

Manipulated Hashtags
- #QAnon: 2,500 posts - 63.88% BBM
- Homeless: 437 posts - 60.85% BBM
- #Homeless: 776 posts - 52.41% BBM
- #ShahidVSPelosi: 224 posts - 60.10% BBM
- #KAG: 601 posts - 58.94% BBM
- #KAC: 601 posts - 57.09% BBM
- #MACA: 601 posts - 57.09% BBM
- #Pelosi: 612 posts - 53.17% BBM

Users of Interest
- @EcoInternetDrGB (Suspended) BBM: 97.2 (High Volume)
- @Sim34526096: BBM: 100
- @Mom3art: BBM: 86.5
- @tooranomak16910: BBM: 100 (High Volume)

At an evening rally on Feb 28th, President Trump criticized the Democrats for politicizing the Coronavirus and characterized their attacks on him for his handling of the outbreak as “their new hoax” (referring to Democrats). This led to a large spike in activity on this narrative on Feb 28th. Additionally, Italy announcing a national quarantine on March 9 led to an explosion of generic Coronavirus related hashtags. As panic escalated the chatter, we noted significant piggybacking of other disinformation narratives to ride the wave on these common hashtags.
SAMPLE CONTENT: FOLLOWING FEBRUARY 28 CHARLESTON RALLY

The coronavirus is equivalent to the flu.

Listen to a gentleman who CURRENTLY HAS the coronavirus.

He’s LIVING PROOF that leftist media & Democrats purposely want to instill fear into the America people & cause panic.

Listen! SHARE! #MediaHoax #hoax #FactsMatter

Bill Gates, YOU OWN THE CORONA VIRUS PATENT!!! stop lying. Pibright Institute. #DeepState #GatesCoronaVirus #WWG1WGA #FakeNews @BillGates @BillOReilly @GregRubini @TheFire @erickolberg @LisaMe62 @realDonaldTrump @prayingmedic @TheLastRefuge2 @ROYALMRBADNEWS

On average 152 Americans die from the Flu each day.

0 Americans have died from the Coronavirus so far.

How is POTUS Trump calling the politicization of the Coronavirus the Medias & Dems new hoax “wrong”?

He’s 100% correct.

They’re using the virus to hurt Trump and us.

---

DrConservaMom

#TrumpRallyCharleston
Dear #Socialism-defending, dumpster-fire debating, praying4 pandemic Democrats working2 crash the Markets, tank the economy, weaponize the #coronavirus & hold Americans hostage 2 your political agenda-YOU JUST DON’T GET IT!!!#Trump2020

Bill Gates: Coronavirus may be ‘once-in-a-century pathogen we’ve been worried about’

>>no it’s not

Bill Gates, YOU OWN THE CORONA VIRUS PATENT!!! stop lying. Pibright Institute. #DeepState #GatesCoronaVirus #WWG1WGA #FakeNews @BillGates @BillOReilly @GregRubini @TheFire @erickolberg @LisaMe62 @realDonaldTrump @prayingmedic @TheLastRefuge2 @ROYALMRBADNEWS

On average 152 Americans die from the Flu each day.

0 Americans have died from the Coronavirus so far.

How is POTUS Trump calling the politicization of the Coronavirus the Medias & Dems new hoax “wrong”?

He’s 100% correct.

They’re using the virus to hurt Trump and us.

---

Jali_Cat

The coronavirus is equivalent to the flu.

Listen to a gentleman who CURRENTLY HAS the coronavirus.

He’s LIVING PROOF that leftist media & Democrats purposely want to instill fear into the America people & cause panic.

Listen! SHARE! #MediaHoax #hoax #FactsMatter

On average 152 Americans die from the Flu each day.

0 Americans have died from the Coronavirus so far.

How is POTUS Trump calling the politicization of the Coronavirus the Medias & Dems new hoax “wrong”?

He’s 100% correct.

They’re using the virus to hurt Trump and us.

---

ET 17

Bill Gates: Coronavirus may be ‘once-in-a-century pathogen we’ve been worried about’

>>no it’s not

Bill Gates, YOU OWN THE CORONA VIRUS PATENT!!! stop lying. Pibright Institute. #DeepState #GatesCoronaVirus #WWG1WGA #FakeNews @BillGates @BillOReilly @GregRubini @TheFire @erickolberg @LisaMe62 @realDonaldTrump @prayingmedic @TheLastRefuge2 @ROYALMRBADNEWS

On average 152 Americans die from the Flu each day.

0 Americans have died from the Coronavirus so far.

How is POTUS Trump calling the politicization of the Coronavirus the Medias & Dems new hoax “wrong”?

He’s 100% correct.

They’re using the virus to hurt Trump and us.
NARRATIVE 2: MEDIA DELEGENITIZATION

OUR STATISTICS
Total Tweets: 309,571
Total Manipulated Tweets: 130,107
Total Users: 193,341
Total Languages: 42
Avg Tweets Per User: 1.60 times

BLACKBIRD MANIPULATION INDEX
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ABSTRACT

Blackbird’s system uncovered manipulation campaigns designed to delegitimize the media, suggesting all of the mainstream media was “fake news” and that journalists were actively trying to create panic among the masses by sensationalizing the dangers posed by the COVID-19 pandemic.

These manipulation campaigns included widespread accusations that the Democratic Party controlled the media and was leveraging it to criticize the government response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Out of all of the manipulation campaigns highlighted in this report, the attempts at media delegitimization are likely the most dangerous to public health. Casting doubt on the media can potentially lead to disbelief in what is being reported, often including warnings and directions from government officials, public health agencies, and experts in the field. This could lead to certain pockets of the population not listening to these requests and endangering themselves and their communities during the COVID-19 pandemic.

VISUALIZATION

Critical Manipulated Entities
- Manipulated Hashtags
  - #CNN - 1,342 posts - 60.18% BBMI
  - #MSM - 5,567 posts - 47.97% BBMI
  - #Hoax - 1,692 posts - 47.36% BBMI
  - #FakeNews - 18,197 posts - 46.72% BBMI
  - #FakeNews - 3,310 posts - 44.35% BBMI

- Users of Interest
  - @BRNordgren - 94.0 BBMI
  - @ChristinePolon1 - 75.3 BBMI
  - @LivePDDave1 - 71.2 BBMI
  - @Jali_Cat - 54.27 BBMI

There is understandably some overlap in the activity between the “Dem Panic” and “Media Delebenitization” narratives, and for that reason a similar pattern emerges. There is a smaller spike this time following President Trump’s Charleston rally referencing “their new hoax”, and the familiar explosion (both organic and manipulated) after Italy announces their nationwide lockdown caused by piggybacking on generic Coronavirus-related hashtags.
SAMPLE CONTENT

A bad flu season is 80,000 dead. 🇺🇸 has got about 18,000 dead from flu this year. People are panicking, businesses are getting destroyed, people’s lives are being upended, NOT by VIRUS but by PANIC from MSM.

**MEDIA NEEDS to be HELD ACCOUNTABLE**
because they’re the ones hurting people

---

**Dr. Milton Wolf**

The media is creating an all-out panic. They are destroying small businesses, crushing 401(k)s, and worse yet, terrifying people.

They are rooting for recession, destruction, and death.

The mainstream media is garbage.

They are the enemy of the people.

---

**OyVeyDiosMio**

Wow that’s great news! But apparently of no interest to most of the MSM. They’d rather continue on with their fear mongering so the markets can tank and they can carry on with their anti-Trump tirade and effort to dupe the American public.

[newsweek.com/coronavirus-up...](https://newsweek.com/coronavirus-up...)

---

**LORI HENDRY TEXT TRUMP TO 88022**

So the MSM is causing mass hysteria over the coronavirus, while millions of unvaccinated illegals enter our country no problem.

[newsweek.com](https://newsweek.com)

---

**BundyGP**

🌟CDC reported 61 million people had Swine Flu (Virus) in the United States, with 12,470 deaths. Did they call it a disease? Or a virus? NO. The *MSM is bludgeoning us* and using Trump as the club.

Pure Bullshit 🚫 @realDonaldTrump is doing his JOB

[newsweek.com](https://newsweek.com)
NARRATIVE 3: BIO-WEAPONS

OUR STATISTICS
Total Tweets: 1,299,488
Total Manipulated Tweets: 553,437
Total Users: 770,720
Total Languages: 60
Avg Tweets Per User: 1.69 times

ABSTRACT
Blackbird’s system uncovered broad manipulation campaigns suggesting the COVID-19 pandemic was intentionally created by the “global elite”. Themes revolved around “population control”, profit from “the cure”, state actors creating the virus as a biological weapon. While these narratives differed slightly with some saying the virus was released accidentally while others suggested it was done intentionally, they all revolve around the current pandemic being the handiwork of a group or organization.

Several manipulation campaigns suggest that, in their attempt to develop a biological weapon and expand biological warfare capabilities, China, the United States, or Iran was responsible for the creation and release of the virus. These claims were often accompanied by fabricated scientific documentation presented as evidence to support the accusation. The idea that there will be intentional depopulation and societal collapse as a result of these conspiracies were pervasive within these campaigns as well.

This campaign and its associated narratives mirrored one of the main themes outlined in this report—that disinformation was initially created synthetically and amplified (often by bots) before being both consumed and amplified more organically by individuals in a decentralized way. It is likely that those responsible for the synthetic creation of this campaign understood society’s collective fascination with conspiracy theories and more importantly, understood that a large number of social media users would believe these stories and amplify them.

VISUALIZATION
Critical Manipulated Entities
- Manipulated Hashtags
  - #WuhanVirus: 24,350 posts - 50.54% BBM
  - #BillGates: 4,475 posts - 50.03% BBM
  - #AyatollahsSpreadCOVID19: 2,914 - 53% 88M
  - #WuhanVirus: 1,332 posts - 94.52% 88M
  - #BioWeapon: 4,700 posts - 70.72% 88M
  - #ChinaCoronaVirus: 1,477 posts - 58.97% 88M
  - #BioWeapon: 1,577 posts - 37.34% 88M
  - #WuhanPneumonia: 1,270 posts - 54.44% 88M
  - #WuhanCoronavirus: 3,365 posts - 56.02% 88M

- Users of Interest
  - @MaggiePeggy123: 96.4 BBM
  - @ZygotFrost: 47.8 BBM
  - @tooranomaki6910 (again): 937 BBM
  - @Mladasaboor3 (Iran): 96.1 BBM
  - @Free_HK_Uighurs (Suspended): 30.8 BBM
  - @BlancheBullsh*t: 93.3 BBM
  - @DISSIDENTDOODLE (Suspended): 35.19 BBM
  - @hallimahdaviddavid (Suspended): 100 BBM
  - @RedState: 86.4 BBM

In this graph again the same spike occurs around March 9th, driven by the full-country lockdown in Italy and users piggybacking on common hashtags to spread high volumes of both organic and manipulated content. An interesting additional insight is that the toxic hashtag #AyatollahsSpreadCOVID19 spiked on March 7th, creating another mini-spike starting on that day.
Conspiracy theories implicating Bill Gates in a global “depopulation” plan are widespread. COVID-19 has rejuvenated this discourse.

Eugenicist Bill Gates co-hosted a “high-level pandemic exercise” back in October, just in time for the patented coronavirus he helped fund to be unleashed. #GlobalDepopulation #PopulationReduction #PopulationControl

centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/video...

Eugenicist Bill Gates co-hosted a “high-level pandemic exercise” back in October, just in time for the patented coronavirus he helped fund to be unleashed. #GlobalDepopulation #PopulationReduction #PopulationControl

naturalnews.com

The Islamic Republic is the main culprit for the spread of the Corona virus in Iran and other countries. They deliberately spread the virus throughout Iran. Help the Iranian people. #AyatollahsSpreadCOVID19

Twitter.com/pdchina/status...

People’s Daily, China @PDChina

China’s first bio-safety Level 4 lab has been put into operation in Wuhan, central China’s Hubel. It is capable of experimenting with highly pathogenic microorganisms. The lab will conduct research in anti-virus drugs and vaccines bit.ly/2m4POqT

Twitter.com/pdchina/status...
NARRATIVE 4: IMMIGRATION XENOPHOBIA IN EUROPE

OUR STATISTICS
Total Tweets: 29,731
Total Manipulated Tweets: 16,250
Total Users: 22,638
Total Languages: 31
Avg Tweets Per User: 1.3 times

BLACKBIRD MANIPULATION INDEX
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ABSTRACT

Blackbird’s system identified disinformation campaigns portraying immigrants crossing into Europe as likely carriers of COVID-19. As part of their campaign and associated narratives, European white nationalists labelled migrants crossing into Southern Europe from Turkey as “a plague”. Beyond geopolitical tensions involving COVID-19, European ethno-nationalist movements utilized the confusion over the facts surrounding the virus and its spread and fear of the unknown.

VISUALIZATION

Critical Manipulated Entities

Manipulated Hashtags
- #IStandWithGreece - 7,774 posts - 49.55 BBMI
- #GreeceUnderAttack - 7,517 posts - 47.26 BBMI
- #Turks - 2,795 posts - 43.05 BBMI
- #Erdogan - 2,687 posts - 44.71 BBMI
- #GreeceDefendsEurope - 1,067 posts - 46.89 BBMI

Users of Interest
- @BasedPoland - 90.0 BBMI

This graph shows a spike in manipulated content around March 7th, following the lockdown in Northern Italy.
A number of unverified videos purportedly showing refugees “storming” the Turkey-Greece border, sending “rubber bullets or live fire” circulated, and was often paired with an assertion that, as @Pollasak3 wrote on March 7, “They [refugees] will take Coronavirus to Europe.” Most of the video was captured and distributed by Polish white nationalists tapped into Q-Anon networks by framing the events unfolding as #Biblical, amplifying the groups like @BasedPoland, crediting them for the post video; this Polish group is one of several mobilizing on Greek borders to “defend” #FortressEurope.

Posting in a number of languages, the gamut of tribal nationalism found a share of voice in the telling of the events unfolding on the Greek-Turkish border. #IStandWithGreece made ample use of clout-chasing and old tropes of contagion, infectious diseases, and refugees.
CONCLUSION

Blackbird.AI has demonstrated the significance and impact of disinformation during the global COVID-19 crisis. Threat actors are seizing upon uncertainty during any trending news event and attaching conspiracies, fear mongering, and xenophobia to drive harmful narratives to the public. Governments, organizations, entire industries, and the public are being impacted by the myriad of disinformation being spread online. This is directly impacting the economics, security, comfort, perceptions, and predispositions which are the very foundations of everyday life.

The impact of manipulation campaigns around COVID-19 go far beyond healthcare, due to the unprecedented nature of this global event.

Blackbird’s Manipulation Index (BBMI) provides a significantly deeper understanding of the disinformation landscape, enabling key decision makers to make consistently smarter, more informed decisions.

With manipulative narratives stemming from across the globe, it’s obvious the time has come to identify, analyze, and combat these abuses of communication. Understanding intent enables us to identify the goals of these campaigns and minimize their impact. At the end of the day, the old adage stands true: “knowledge is power.” The ability to measure and understand the differences between what is accurate and what is not allows us to minimize potential harm while enabling positive change.